Class 15 : The Cosmic Microwave
Background
n

This class
l
l
l
l

Discovery of the CMB
Basic properties of the CMB
Epoch of recombination and decoupling
CMB anisotropies

I : The discovery of the cosmic
microwave background

Penzias & Wilson (Bell-Labs)
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n

Arno Penzias & Robert Wilson (1964)
l
l
l
l

l

Were attempting to study radio emissions from our
Galaxy using sensitive antenna built at Bell-Labs
Needed to characterize and eliminate all sources of
noise
They never could get rid of a certain noise source…
noise had a characteristic temperature of about 3 K.
They figured out that the noise was coming from the
sky, and was approximately the same in all
directions
They had discovered the “relic radiation” of the hot
big bang! (Nobel Prize in Physics in 1978)

II : Basic properties of the CMB
n

The CMB today…
l
l
l
l
l

n

Almost perfect blackbody spectrum, T=2.725K
3.7x108 photons/m3 (c.f. about 0.22 proton/m3)
Photon/baryon ratio, 1.7×109
ε=4.17x10-14 J/m3 ; ε/c2=4.63x10-31 kg/m3
Ωrad=2.46x10-5h-2

How has CMB evolved as Universe expanded?
l

Energy density in a black body is

l

Recalling that ε~a-4, we have T~a-1, and hence
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COBE Satellite

l

Since εrad~a-4~(1+z)4 and ρmat~a-3~(1+z)3, we have

l

Today, we have Ωrad/ΩM≈10-4h-2… so matter and
radiation have equal energy density at

l

In fact, accounting for relativistic neutrinos (which
behave like radiation in some ways), the true crossover between radiation and matter occurs at z~3200.
This is the epoch of equality (t~57kyr)
§ Before equality (z>3200), radiation+neutrinos dominate
§ After equality (z<3200), matter dominates
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III : Surface of last scattering
n
n

Let’s think about physics of early Universe…
Consider Universe at early times…
l
l
l
l

Average photon is energetic enough to ionized H
Matter is fully ionized; photons scatter off free eSo… matter-radiation tightly coupled
Coupling maintained until T~3000K (z~1090)… then
§ Photons can no longer maintain the ionization of H
§ Hydrogen recombines… free electron density plummets
§ Photons now stream freely… until they are observed by us!

l

This is the epoch of recombination. We see
photons coming from the last scattering surface

See extra discussion on board!
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IV : CMB anisotropies

Subtracting off the mean level leaves with a
“dipole” pattern… what is this??
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Subtracting off the dipole finally reveals the
emission from the Galaxy that Penzias and
Wilson were looking for!

Subtracting contribution from Galaxy
reveals fluctuations in the CMB
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Higher resolution view with WMAP…

Even higher resolution view with Planck…
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n

What are these anisotropies?
Before the epoch of recombination…
l
l

The Universe almost but not perfectly homogeneous
Evolution of perturbations is a complex topic that we’ll
touch on later…
§ Perturbations contained within the particle horizon are
“frozen” during radiation-dominated epoch.
§ They then start collapsing when the expansion becomes
matter-dominated

l

n

Radiation pressure resists collapse è acoustic oscillations

At recombination…
l Oscillations have a dominant wavelength… roughly
corresponds to size of particle horizon at that time.
l Pattern of oscillations gets “frozen into” the observed
structure of the CMB when the photons decouple
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V : CMB as probe of geometry
n

Use following argument…
l

l

l

l

Dominant acoustic peak at the surface of last
scattering has a known size… roughly the size of the
horizon at recombination (x=3ctrec)
The surface of last scattering has a coordinate
distance that is almost that of our particle horizon
Dhor. This depends on geometry of the Universe.
The angular size distance of the surface of last
scattering is ddiam=Dhor/(1+zrec). So, the angular
extent of the first peak is…

By measuring θ, we determine Dhor, hence geometry
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